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Abstract
The usages of mobile devices are drastically increasing every day with high end support to the users. The
high end con�gurations mobile devices such as smart phones, laptops, tablets, etc., computations are
complex in these devices. Computation intensive and data intensive are plays a vital role in the mobile
devices. The main challenges in the mobile devices are handling the mobile applications in the devices
with high computation and high storage. The above mentioned challenges can be overcome by using
mobile cloud computing. The limitations while handling the mobile cloud computing is o�oading
decision making, which part of computation should o�oad and which should execute in the mobile side.
The proposed work provides the solution to the limitations and challenges mentioned earlier by providing
agent based o�oading decision maker for mobile cloud. The decision maker should decide which
computation part is executed in the mobile side and the cloud side. The evaluation shows the mobile
applications having high complexity get bene�ted over other high applications. The proposed system
achieves the better response time, low latency, cost-effective and minimizes the energy consumed by
data-intensive and computational-intensive mobile applications.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is one of the most important information technologies used by most of the industries
and devices. The cloud plays vital role in resource management, computing power and storage services
in low cost, on-demand by using virtualization. Fog computing are the emerging technology as it uses the
edge devices to minimize the cost and energy consumed by communication between the cloud and the
mobile devices, IoT devices and any other devices for computing services. Mobile device users are
increased drastically and high computation mobile applications are also increased in the same manner.
Energy consumption of mobile devices is increased and facing battery, power consumption in the mobile
devices by using the high computation applications and huge data storage and access. To overcome the
above limitations, mobile cloud computing is introduced, which is the combination of mobile computing
and cloud computing. Mobile cloud computing deals with main technologies are (i) cloud resources such
as Microsoft Azure, AWS etc., (ii) Mobile devices and its application such as laptop, smart phones, tablets
and applications such as AR/VR app, video streaming apps, etc., with the help of internet, mobile device
applications are connected to the high end resource provider, the cloud. The two tier mobile cloud
provides the way to use the cloud resource by combining the cloud resource and mobile devices
(Niroshine Fernando 2013). With the support of high end resource provider mobile applications are
performed well. O�oading is technique in which the computation of mobile application is executed in the
cloud side. Computation intensive o�oading and data intensive o�oading are important part in the
o�oading. Deciding which part of the application should o�oad and which part should execute in the
local is the di�culties facing while o�oading. The main challenge faced by the mobile side is energy
consumption when o�oading from the mobile side to the cloud. Another main problem arises while
o�oading, which part of the computation should execute in the mobile side and in the cloud side. To
solve these problems the proposed work provides the best solution based on the o�oading decision
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making by introducing agent based system. Thangam et al. (2016) the focus is about the resource
provisioning algorithms, its requirements in Mobile Cloud Computing.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. Handling the mobile cloud computing is o�oading decision making, which part of computation
should o�oad and which should execute in the mobile side

2. Data-intensive and computational-intensive mobile applications o�oad and selection of cloud.

3. The better response time, low latency, cost-effective and minimizes the energy consumed

The rest of the paper is organized as, section 2 related works consists of how the previous researchers
face the challenge, issues and how the researcher provides the result in their aspect. Section 3 system
architecture which provides how this proposed system works. Section 4 describes about the
implementation and experimental works. Section 5 provides the result and performance evaluation and
section 6 describes about the conclusion and future work.

2. Related Works
Zhang et al. (2016) discusses about how the decisions are made for computational o�oading, and they
compare the computational o�oading framework and data intensive o�oading with the big data.
Satyanarayanan et al. (2009) suggested cloudlet based on virtual machine (VM) support with mobility,
scalability, and elasticity. Cloudlets are assigned as VM and o�oads the entire application based the VM
support application partitioning while o�oading from mobile to the cloud. Zhang et al. (2016) developed
an algorithm for o�oading from the mobile to the cloudlet by considering the load in the local side and
cost availability of the cloudlets. Based on mobility, cloudlet cost and obtain minimized o�oading cost
with Markov Decision process. Manukumar et al. (2020) proposed A Novel Resource Management
Framework for Fog Computing by Using Machine Learning Algorithm to allocate the resource in the
effective manner. Fernando et al. (2013) presents a survey about Mobile cloud computing, o�oading and
its issues. O�oading were introduced the part of the application is o�oaded to the cloud side, VM
migration are introduced based. Cuervo et al. (2010) suggested a new o�oading framework MAUI which
main aim is to save energy in the smart phone. The decision is based on the pro�ler introduced in the
MAUI framework. Accelerating task completion in mobile o�oading by restart mechanism, it allows
several o�oading retries before a job is restarted locally and completed in local side if several o�oading
attempts fail (Qiushi Wang, Katinka Wolter 2018). Fabio Palumbo (2021) revived about the cloud-network
performance, the making of deployment decisions and cloud to user latency.

Lanitha et al. (2020) proposed a method for selecting the virtual machines in cloud computing with
optimization algorithm to improve the performance of the cloud security. Multi-Component Application
Placement Problem (MCAPP) in Mobile Edge Computing, the users’ application is split into several
components and it can be able to run in the cloud side or in the edge side. Mixed Integer Non-Linear
Program (MINLP) is used to formulate the problem and this work objective is to minimize the total cost to
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run the applications (Tayebeh Bahreini, Daniel Grosu 2020). Yun Li et al. (2019) formulated Queueing
model using Lyapunov optimization to provide the better system o�oading for the mobile users and to
analyze the queue and system o�oading. S. Deng et al. (2020) optimize the cost of application
development and provide a solution for the application portioning and allocation by placing the whole
application in the single server and not considering but assigning to edge servers. Shreshth Tuli et al.
(2020) proposed an Asynchronous-Advantage-Actor-Critic (A3C) based real-time scheduler for stochastic
Edge-Cloud environments allowing decentralized learning, concurrently across multiple agents. The
Residual Recurrent Neural Network (R2N2) architecture is used to capture a large number of host and
task parameters together with temporal patterns to provide e�cient scheduling decisions. Manukumar et
al (2019) proposed a novel framework for o�oading the mobile application task in an effective way
using multi-objective decision making in mobile edge computing. Yun Li et al. (2018) Resource
reservation and allocation (RRA) with uncertain demands of mobile users is formulated as a robust
optimization model. Mukherjee et al. (2019) focused on power and latency aware cloudlet selection for
multi-cloudlet environment with the introduction of proxy server. To o�oad a code of an application for a
given optimum cloudlet selection method is proposed and it reduces the power consumption and system
response time.

3. System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of computation o�oading framework which comprises of mobile
application as client and cloud resources as a server providing service to the client. The framework
consists of a pro�ler, decision engine, and o�oading manager on the client-side. The server consists of a
Mobility-RPC server running as a standalone server. The pro�lers pro�le the mobile device and provide
information regarding the device and network. The decision engine takes up the pro�le information as
input and determines if o�oading should be done. The o�oading manager is a mobile agent that gets
input from the decision engine and o�oads the code partition to the cloud for execution. The agent
executes the code in the cloud and integrates the result back with the client.

The detailed design of the pro�ler module includes a device pro�ler and network pro�ler. The device
pro�ler monitors the device status and the network pro�ler monitors the network status. The decision
engine gets the pro�ler result as input to determine the device resource limitation. The device pro�ler
monitors the hardware pro�les such as CPU usage, battery level, memory usage which represent the
operating conditions of the mobile device being monitored. The battery status information contains the
battery level and whether the device is charging or not. If it is charging, then the charging type is
identi�ed. The device pro�ler is fed into the decision engine for o�oading decisions. The network monitor
determines whether the device is connected to the network, connection type, and also determines the
strength of the signal. It also maintains the log about the network details of connected devices at runtime
to identify any modi�cation. The program pro�ler tracks the execution of a program on the method level.
The program is analyzed on the basis of lines of code without comments(nloc), Cyclomatic Complexity
Number(CCN), and token count of functions and the type of mobile cloud infrastructure resource for the
execution (e.g., local, cloud).
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The Application partitioner partitions the application into separate tasks while preserving the semantics
of the original application. Static partitioning is done where off loadable tasks are preset in the
application program as o�oad table. Method based partitioning is performed here. Each method in the
application is considered as a separate partition. The result from the program pro�ler is used to
determine the complex methods of the program. These complex methods are set as o�oadable. The
o�oadable methods are partitioned at runtime for execution in the cloud using a mobile agent. The
decision engine determines the resource limitation of the device. It gets various inputs such as battery
level, battery charging type if connected to the network, and connection type from the pro�lers and
determines whether the code should be o�oaded for execution in the cloud or the code should be
executed locally. The o�oading manager is a mobile agent it automatically changes from one network to
another depends on the need and availability for the completion of the task, it gets input from the
decision engine. If the decision is to o�oad then the solver of the mobile agent determines code which is
set as o�oadable and the communication manager determines the IP address of the server to which the
code is to be o�oaded. The object of the corresponding method class is passed as input to the agent
which executes the corresponding code in the cloud server and brings back the result to the client.
Application partitioning is used for partitioning the application task and executed without modifying or
changing the original of the application. Computation o�oading uses partitioning of the mobile
application to separate the operational logic of a mobile application into distinct partitions, which are
capable of operating independently in a distributed environment. Partitioning of elastic application is a
pre-phase of computational o�oading in MCC. Both application partitioning and computation o�oading
are parts of the execution framework mechanism.

Figure 2 shows the overall �ow representing the various interactions between the modules. The
application executes on mobile and the application pro�ling mechanism evaluates computing resources
utilization, availability of resources, and computing requirements of the mobile application. In a critical
situation when there are insu�cient resources on the mobile device, the mobile agent is activated to
separate the computational intensive components of the application at run time. The agent determines
the available server node and the intensive partition of the application is outsourced to the cloud server
node for remote processing. Upon successful execution of the remote components of the application, the
result is returned to the main application running on the mobile device.

4. Implementation And Experimental Setup
The Device and Network pro�ling are implemented using the algorithm shown in the algorithm 1.
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The battery status includes current battery level and if the device is charging or not. This is determined
using the BatteryManager class. The CPU info gives detail about the number of cores by reading the
Android system �les located in the root directory. Memory info contains information about total bytes of
memory, free memory, and used memory. The connection status gives information on whether the device
is connected or not connected to the network. If the device is connected to the network then network type
is found. If the network type is WiFi then link speed is determined using WiFiManager class. The output
from the pro�ler is given to the decision engine as input. Program Pro�ler gives the complexity of the
program is determined using Lizard tool. Lizard is an extensible Cyclomatic Complexity Analyzer for
programming languages. It does static code analysis. It determines the complexity of the methods in the
program. The program is analyzed on the basis of lines of code without comments (nloc), Cyclomatic
Complexity Number (CCN), and token count of functions. The complex methods are determined and set
as o�oadable based on the static program analysis. These o�oadable codes are given to the o�oad
manager as input. The decision engine takes the battery level, charging state, network connection state
and determines if the code should be o�oaded for execution in a remote cloud or executed locally in a
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mobile device. If the decision is not to o�oad then code is executed locally. If the decision is to o�oad
then the o�oad manager gets the input from the decision engine and o�oads the o�oadable codes set
by using static program pro�ling to the cloud server for remote execution. Mobility-RPC is used as an
o�oad manager. Mobility-RPC is a Java library to bring seamless code mobility to any application. for
this purpose.

Code mobility is the ability to transfer objects and the supporting bytecode, dynamically and statefully
from one machine or application to another at runtime. The library allows the client application to
transfer a regular Java object from the local JVM into the application in the remote JVM. Once in the
remote JVM, the object is free to call any methods in the remote application, and if it wishes, return
objects from the remote JVM back to the client application. The code mobility aspect of the library comes
into play because it does not require the classes which implement the object to exist in advance in the
remote application. The Mobility-RPC library automatically loads classes from the client application into
the remote application and caches them there for the duration of the session.  In the Mobility-RPC library,
serialization, bytecode transfer, and caching are handled transparently, using a communication protocol
designed and optimized speci�cally.

The approach to serialization is based on Kryo, and as such is much better than Javas built-in
serialization - for example, there is no need to implement java.io.Serializable, and therefore most standard
Java objects are inherently compatible with the library without modi�cation. O�oad Manager gets input
from the decision engine. The program pro�ler does static analysis of the code complexity and
determines the complex program code which should be set to be o�oaded. This o�odable code object is
given as input to the execute method of Quickstart class in Mobility-RPC library. The code is executed in a
cloud server and the result is integrated back with the program.

5. Performance Evaluation And Results
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The device pro�le information such as battery percentage level and charging status whether it is charging
or not. The CPU information gives number of CPU. The memory status gives available memory, total
memory at runtime, the memory used at runtime and amount of free memory at runtime in bytes. It also
gives network pro�le information such as network type, network connection status. If network type is WiFi
the current link speed is also displayed in the result. The device pro�le and network pro�le information
helps the decision engine to determine the available resources of mobile device and take optimal
o�oading decision. The methods in NQueens solver application. The number of lines of code without
comment (NLOC), The Cyclomatic Complexity Number (CCN) and token count of the method is listed.
Based on the result of program pro�ling the method totalNQueens is set as o�oadable.

The NQueen solver application is taken as test application. The application calculates the total number of
solution available to place N Queens on an NxN chessboard so as none of them is able to capture
another using the chess standard moves. The result shows total number of solution along with total time
taken to �nd the solution. The output of local execution of NQueens solver application. The application
after o�oading to cloud and the execution of the program in cloud using Mobility-RPC as mobile agent.
The totalNQueens method instance of the NQueens solver program is sent to the cloud based on the
decision engine result using Mobility-RPC.

The output of the partitioned method is integrated back with the other methods of the application running
in local mobile device and the result of the application is displayed on the device output screen. In this
section, the performance of the mobile agent based o�oading framework is analyzed with respect to
execution time of NQueens solver application. The NQueens puzzle is the problem of placing N chess
queens on an N x N chessboard such that no two queens can attack each other. Solutions for the problem
exist for all natural number N except for 2 and 3. The NQueens solver application �nds all possible
solution and displays the total number of solution. The application is run on the local device and
o�oaded to cloud separately, for N = 4 to N = 16. The mobile device cannot handle more than 16 queens
due to memory limitations.

The proposed framework is compared with different o�oading frameworks based on time taken for
executing the NQueen solver application in cloud. The mobile agent based o�oading framework
executes the task in much lesser time when compared with other o�oading frameworks. Figure 4 shows
comparison of o�oaded execution time taken by different o�oading frameworks and the proposed
mobile agent based o�oading framework.

6. Conclusion And Future Work
Thus in the proposed system, a dynamic computation o�oading framework for MCC based on
autonomous application modules o�oaded to the cloud using mobile agents was developed. The
proposed framework takes advantage of the high performance and reliability characteristics of mobile
agents to execute computationally intensive tasks of mobile application, with an easy to adopt interface
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and minimal cloud infrastructure requirements. The pro�ler monitors the device state and network state.
The decision engine determines resource limitation on the mobile devices based on the output from the
device and network pro�ler and takes the decision whether to execute the task locally or remotely using a
mobile agent. Experiments with NQueens solver application show that the proposed framework achieves
signi�cantly higher performance than on-device execution of computationally intensive tasks. The
execution time is reduced by up to 40% in the NQueens solver application by o�oading the
computationally intensive tasks using a mobile agent. This work can be further enhanced by making the
decision engine more optimum by considering which part of the code should be o�oaded based on cost
estimation for local and remote execution and partition the code automatically. The Cloud server
selection can be done based on the speed of execution in the Cloud and capacity of the Cloud server. The
Cloud server can be made more energy e�cient by scheduling the o�oaded tasks from clients to avoid
Cloudlet task overloading.
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Figure 1

Overall Architecture of Computation O�oading Mobile and Cloud side
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Figure 2

Overall Architecture of Computation O�oading.
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Figure 3

Comparison of O�oading with Mobile Agent Based O�oading Framework
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Figure 4

Performance Analysis for Execution Time in NQueens Solver Application


